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Executive summary
The MDBA operates the River Murray System on behalf of the Victorian, NSW and South Australian
governments in accordance with the Murray Darling Basin Agreement (the Agreement). The
Agreement requires that each year the Basin Official Committee approve the “Objectives and
Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System” (the O&O). The O&O defines how the
River Murray System should be operated and is published on the MBDA website. The O&O identifies
that the MDBA will prepare an annual report summarising the operations of the River Murray System
and its performance against both specific and general objectives and outcomes identified in the
O&O. Subsequently, an independent advisory group will review MDBA’s performance against the
O&O and report back to the Basin Official’s Committee on performance. This report is the MDBA
annual report on operations for the 2019-20 water year.
The 2019-20 MDBA water year was the third consecutive dry year for the River Murray System. For
the whole of the 2019-20 water year, rainfall across the Basin was average to very much below
average (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Murray–Darling Basin rainfall deciles for the period 1 June 2019 to 31 May 2020. (Source: Bureau
of Meteorology)

Of particular note was the lack of rainfall across much of the Basin during the winter and spring of
2019, including the north-eastern part of the Basin where rainfall was lowest on record for much of
the region (Figure 2). Whilst conditions improved for summer and autumn, during which rainfall was
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mostly average to above average (Figure 2), rainfall totals remained relatively small. More details of
2019-20 rainfall and the extended three year dry period since 2017 can be found on the Bureau of
Meteorology (BoM) drought portal.

Figure 2: Winter-spring rainfall deciles for 2019 (left) and Summer-autumn rainfall deciles for 2019-20
(right) (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)

Total active storage for the River Murray System started the water year at 3,019 GL, peaked at
3,955 GL during late August before finishing at 2,939 GL on 31 May 2020 (Figure 3).

Figure 3: MDBA active storage for the 15 year period from June 2005 to May 2020.
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River Murray system inflows for 2019-20 were 3,762 GL, with well below average inflows during
winter, spring and summer. Conversely, inflows during May 2020 were substantially above average
(Figure 4).

Figure 4: River Murray System monthly Inflows for 2019-20 compared with the long-term and 10 year average, and inflows
for the 2018-19 water year.

Of the external drivers that can affect river operations, five notable drivers played an important part
in shaping and influencing river operations during 2019-20. These were:
•

•

•

•

Key Driver 1 – “Ongoing dry climate conditions” – Dry conditions continued to suppress
tributary inflows, which increased the reliance on the releases from storages especially
through spring and summer. This reinforced the need for drought planning and
preparedness, and for ongoing efforts to minimise river losses and storage evaporation
where operationally possible – noting that the underpinning factors that drive river losses
and their variability are natural (i.e. rainfall and evaporation and seepage rates) meaning the
influence of river operations on observed losses is limited and constrained by other
objectives such as delivering water.
Key Driver 2 – “Drought affected communities” – Ongoing drought and its resultant
economic, social and environmental hardship increased the demand for information on river
operations, water resource availability and river losses, as well as an interest in
environmental water entitlement volumes and deliveries.
Key Driver 3 – “Goulburn IVT” – In early August, the MDBA was requested by the Victorian
Government to limit the delivery of inter-valley trade (IVT) from the Goulburn System over
the summer, whilst managing any associated water resource or delivery risk in the River
Murray System. This request placed significant additional pressure on river operations
planning and decision-making.
Key Driver 4 – “Bushfires” – Catastrophic bushfires across eastern Australia were
experienced during the summer. Approximately 56% of the upper Murray catchment was
burnt. Special effort was applied to tracking and mitigating impacts to water quality in the
upper Murray and Hume Reservoir caused by the bushfires and subsequent rainfall events.
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•

Key Driver 5 – “COVID” – In January 2020 the global pandemic of COVID-19 reached
Australia. MDBA followed Australian and state government-issued advice by implementing a
business continuity plan that saw MDBA staff transition to working from home arrangements
and all regional travel and face-to-face engagement cease.

With these drivers in mind, notable achievements for river operations in 2019-20 included:
Delivery of all state authorised water orders and no delivery shortfalls. Across the year, just over
460 GL was delivered for NSW consumptive entitlement use, and over 1,100 GL was delivered for
Victorian consumptive entitlement use. For South Australia, the total flow delivered across the
border was just over 2,400 GL, with around 970 GL of this being for consumptive use (SA divertible
entitlement and trade). The remaining 1,430 GL consisted of dilution and loss entitlement (696 GL),
and water for the environment. Delivery of all state authorised environmental water orders included
approximately 330 GL released from Hume Dam and (with the addition of tributary deliveries) a total
delivery to South Australia of almost 750 GL.
Conservation of water resources through efficient system operations. This was achieved through
the planning and scheduling of transfers from Dartmouth Dam to Hume Dam and from Hume Dam to
Lake Victoria to ensure there was sufficient water in the river at the right time. Only water that was
required was transferred, so that by the end of summer the majority of the active storage remained
in the most secure and lowest loss storage of Dartmouth Dam. All transfers remained within channel
capacity keeping river losses as low as possible whilst still delivering all water orders. The timely
utilisation of IVT water and available irrigation infrastructure to manage capacity and balance supply
through the system were other important elements that contributed to conserving water resource.
Adapting effectively to seasonal inflow and resource changes. With no end to the dry conditions in
sight, in December 2019, Ministerial Council granted approval to waive the Lake Victoria end of May
2020 minimum reserve target. This allowed the MDBA, in close collaboration with the states, to
operate Lake Victoria to very low levels, minimising transfer requirements from Hume Dam and use
of IVT deliveries. This approach also enabled the MDBA to conserve additional water in the system by
capitalising on a change in seasonal conditions. When wetter conditions resulted in increased
tributary inflows from the Goulburn and Ovens catchments towards the end of the year, more of
these flows were able to be captured in Lake Victoria than would have otherwise been possible.
Collaboration with state agencies. Successful collaboration with state water agencies and
departments helped in managing the reduction in Goulburn IVT delivery rates necessary to meet the
desired summer flow targets requested by the Victorian Government for the lower Goulburn River.
Collaboration was also key in the development and implementation of operational strategies to
mitigate water quality risks associated with the recommencement of flows in the lower Darling River.

Key metrics for 2019-2020
The operational metrics in Table 1 provide a snapshot summary of river operations for the year. All
figures should be considered within the context of the key drivers outlined above. Note that some
variances may exist between the annual and quarterly values given within the report sections that
follow due to hydrometric updates.
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Table 1: Key metrics for River Murray System operations during 2019-20.

Metric

Annual value i

Total River Murray System inflows ii

3,762 GL (88% AEP)

Storages

Net change at Dartmouth
Net change at Hume
Net change at Lake Victoria
Net change at Menindee Lakes

↓ 530 GL
↑ 312 GL
↑ 151 GL
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource as storage remained below 640 GL. Volume
at end of 2019-20 reached 460 GL.

Storage releases

Dartmouth Releases
Hume Releases
Lake Victoria Net Releases iii
Menindee Lakes Releases

1,121 GL
2,565 GL
245 GL
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource, though release for 2019-20 is 61 GL.

IVT

NSW - Murrumbidgee: 156 GL
Victoria Goulburn system: 208 GL

Total consumptive deliveries iv

1,111 GL Victorian Murray
466 GL NSW Murray

Flow to SA

2,409 GL
696 GL
888 GL (SA on less than 100% Entitlement)
85 GL
747 releases and environmental trades to SA
-7 GL

Total SA Flow
Dilution & Loss
Divertible Entitlement
Consumptive trade deliveries
Environmental water deliveries v
Rolling Adjustment vi

Publication of operational information

51 MDBA Weekly Reports
24 Media Releases on ‘river operations’
AOO Publication/Flow advice

i.

Values are provided from the River Murray System accounts at the point of time the report is written and considered as operational
data. Updates to input data including changes to rating tables as well as other data changes as a result of hydrometric updates may
result in the numbers in the above table changing. Some variances may exist between the Annual and quarterly values due to
hydrometric updates.
ii. River Murray System inflows include unregulated inflows to Dartmouth, Hume and from the Kiewa, plus inflows from the NSW and
Victorian tributaries excluding environmental water deliveries and IVT as well as Menindee when not part of the shared resource.
iii. Lake Victoria Net Releases refers to the net volume between inflows and outflows.
iv. Sourced from River Murray System accounts, includes all consumptive deliveries and Lindsay River allowance for Victoria.
v. South Australian Environmental use – includes all environmental water that flows into South Australia.
vi. Includes changes due to rating table upgrades or subsequent hydrometric updates as well as unregulated flow and Additional Dilution
Flow (ADF) whenever these occur.

Summary of performance
General objectives and outcomes
General objectives and outcomes are identified in the O&O and broadly describe system wide
outcomes, relating to:
•
•

Water storage, delivery and accounting
RMO assets
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•
•
•

People and communities
Environment
Communication and information management

The MBDA self-assessment has identified that all general objectives and outcomes were met during
the 2019-20 water year. This assessment will be independently assessed by the Independent River
Operations Review Group and subsequently reported to the Basin Officials Committee.

Specific Objectives and Outcomes
The River Murray System Specific Objectives and Outcomes (SO&Os) for River Operations provide a
set of criteria that build upon established practices in relation to river operations and contemporary
practice. In 2019-20, all SO&Os were found to be achieved (Figure 5). The minor exception to this
was a qualified achievement at Dartmouth Dam, arising from a number of minor breaches of the
river rise and fall rules at Colemans gauge downstream of Dartmouth Dam.

Figure 5: Spatial snapshot of performance against SO&Os during 2019-20.
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Introduction
Purpose of report and compliance rating system
In accordance with the document “Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray
System” (the O&O) approved by the Basin Officials Committee (the Committee), the MDBA is
required to prepare a report at the completion of each water year (1 June to 31 May) summarising its
annual operations of the River Murray System. The O&O also identifies a number of general
objectives and outcomes (GO&Os) and specific objectives and outcomes (SO&Os) that the MDBA
must report against in detailing and assessing its performance.
This report fulfils the requirement for the 2019-20 water year and also provides the basis for the
independent review of operations against the O&O undertaken by the Independent Review of River
Operations Group (IRORG). The public report includes the following sections:
1. Executive Summary
2. Annual Summary Report
a. Overview of operational activities per quarter including key achievements, key
drivers, key metrics and month-by-month summary
b. Summary of self-assessed quarterly performance for River Murray operations against
the GO&Os and SO&Os
The performance reporting uses criteria shown in Table 2 whilst noting that operational decisions are
made on the best available information and in the context of the particular operational drivers
affecting the system at the time.
Table 2: Definition of ratings used in self-assessment of performance against O&Os.
KEY: Performance Rating
Achieved

Qualified achievement

Not applicable

Operations undertaken as per
the requirement of the O&O
for this quarter, noting there
may be minor breaches of a
small number and of
immaterial effect.

Operations undertaken as per the
requirement of the O&O for this
quarter with a substantial number
of minor breaches or a major
breach of small consequence.

The SO&O did not apply to
this quarter.

Did not meet the
requirements of the
O&O for this quarter.

Example: Where no issues of
compliance occurred, or
threshold crossings were of a
minor nature.

Example: Dartmouth dam transfers
often have to balance system needs
with rates of rise and fall and have
a number of small – moderate
threshold crossings.

Example: When Lake
Menindee is in NSW
control, or a clause is not
applicable to the
conditions.

Example: Where a clear
requirement was not
achieved causing a
moderate-major
consequence.
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Summary of key external drivers that shaped river
operations in 2019-20
Over the course of each year, key external drivers shape and challenge river operations. Of these,
five notable drivers played an important part in shaping and influencing river operations during 201920. These are discussed below.
•

•

•

•

•

Key Driver 1 – “Ongoing dry climate conditions” – Dry conditions continued to suppress
tributary inflows, which increased the reliance on the releases from storages especially
through spring and summer. This reinforced the need for drought planning and
preparedness, and for ongoing efforts to minimise river losses and storage evaporation
where operationally possible – noting that the underpinning factors that drive river losses
and their variability are natural (i.e. rainfall and evaporation and seepage rates) meaning the
influence of river operations on observed losses is limited and constrained by other
objectives such as delivering water.
Key Driver 2 – “Drought affected communities” – Ongoing drought and its resultant
economic, social and environmental hardship increased the demand for information on river
operations, water resource availability and river losses, as well as an interest in
environmental water entitlement volumes and deliveries.
Key Driver 3 – “Goulburn IVT” – In early August, the MDBA was requested by the Victorian
Government to limit the delivery of inter-valley trade (IVT) from the Goulburn System over
the summer, whilst managing any associated water resource or delivery risk in the River
Murray System. This request placed significant additional pressure on river operations
planning and decision-making.
Key Driver 4 – “Bushfires” – Catastrophic bushfires across eastern Australia were
experienced during the summer. Approximately 56% of the upper Murray catchment was
burnt. Special effort was applied to tracking and mitigating impacts to water quality in the
upper Murray and Hume Reservoir caused by the bushfires and subsequent rainfall events.
Key Driver 5 – “COVID” – In January 2020 the global pandemic of COVID-19 reached
Australia. MDBA followed Australian and state government-issued advice by implementing a
business continuity plan which saw MDBA staff transition to working from home
arrangements and all regional travel and face-to-face engagement cease.

Further detail of these key drivers’ influence in each quarter can be seen in each relevant section.
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Quarter One
River Murray Operations activities for quarter one (Q1) of 2019-20 primarily focused on the planning
and preparation of the River Murray System for the water year June 2019 to May 2020. This included
the finalisation of the River Murray System Annual Operating Outlook (AOO) which set out a range of
possible operational futures based on six different climate and demand scenarios. The AOO is
publicly available on the MDBA website.
Q1 also capitalised on winter inflows to maximise water availability, including the re-regulation of as
much tributary inflow as capacity allows in Lake Victoria, and the delivery of water for the
environment.

Key achievements for Q1

Publication of the Annual Operating
Outlook which provided insight into the
range of possible operational activities for
the coming year, as well as insight into
possible water availability under a range
of inflow and demand scenarios.

Conservation of water resources with the
majority of the resource located in
Dartmouth and no physical spills from
storages.

Delivery of about 200 GL of water for the environment
through the River Murray System consisting of about 9 GL
of NSW entitlements, 191 GL of Victorian entitlements
and of which the majority GL was on-delivered to South
Australia.
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Key external drivers influencing operations in Q1
Whilst winter and spring are traditionally the higher inflow periods, adaptability of operational
activities and actions to changing inflow patterns is critical. In this respect, River Murray Operations
recognised three Key Drivers that would shape Q1.
•

•

•

Key Driver 1 - “Ongoing dry climate conditions” - River Murray Operations recognised the
ongoing dry climate conditions, particularly the soil moisture deficits across catchments, and
their influence on operations entering into the new water year. In Q1, these effects were
observed in a lower overall storage starting position, lower inflows, lower state shares and
subsequent state issued allocations, and increased public scrutiny on operational efficiency.
River Murray System inflows (Figure 4) were below average in June and July before
deteriorating as conditions dried further in August.
Key Driver 2 – “Drought affected communities” – Stepping into 2019-20, many areas across
the Basin were affected by the prolonged drought. In Q1, concern over future allocations,
worsening drought conditions and access to water increased information requests on water
resource availability. Rainfall and temperature maps for Q1 are shown in Figure 6 and Figure
7.
Key Driver 3 – “Goulburn IVT” - For several years, IVT deliveries from the Goulburn have
been increasing, with concerns around Goulburn River health being raised by community
members and the Goulburn Broken CMA. The MDBA was requested by the Victorian
Government to limit the delivery of IVT from the Goulburn system through summer, where
possible, whilst managing any associated water resource or delivery risk in the River Murray
System. The effect of this key driver would become more significant towards summer.

Figure 6: Murray–Darling Rainfall deciles for Q1 shows average to very much below average
conditions for most of the River Murray System and ongoing very dry conditions for NSW and
southern Queensland. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Figure 7: Maximum temperature deciles for Q1 show average to above average conditions for most
of the River Murray System, but well above average conditions in parts of the northern Basin.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Key metrics for Q1
The operational metrics in Table 3 provide a snapshot summary of river operations for Q1. All
figures should be considered within the context of the key drivers outlined above.
Table 3: Key metrics for River Murray System operations during Q1.

Metric

Quarter One i

Total River Murray System inflows ii

1,450 GL (76% AEP)

Storages

↓ 180 GL due to bulk system transfers to Hume
↑ 830 GL
↑ 300 GL due to capture of inflows and bulk system
transfers from Hume
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource

Net change at Dartmouth
Net change at Hume
Net change at Lake Victoria
Net change at Menindee Lakes

Storage releases

Dartmouth Releases
Hume Releases
Lake Victoria Net Releases iii
Menindee Lakes Releases

411 GL
273 GL
0 GL
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource

IVT

Murrumbidgee: 0 GL
Goulburn: 0 GL

Total consumptive deliveries iv

69 GL Victorian Murray
100 GL NSW Murray

Total environmental deliveries v

40 GL Victorian Murray
40 GL NSW Murray

Flow to SA

484 GL
174 GL
104 GL
0 GL
197 GL
9 GL

Total SA Flow
Dilution & Loss
Entitlement Flow
Consumptive trade deliveries
Environmental water deliveries vi
Rolling Adjustment vii

Publication of operational information

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

13 MDBA Weekly Reports
7 Media Releases on ‘river operations’
AOO Publication/Flow advice

Values are provided from the River Murray System accounts at the point of time the report is written and considered as operational
data. Updates to input data including changes to rating tables as well as other data changes as a result of hydrometric updates may
result in the numbers in the above table changing.
River Murray System inflows include unregulated inflows to Dartmouth, Hume and from the Kiewa, plus inflows from the NSW and
Victorian tributaries excluding environmental water deliveries and IVT as well as Menindee when not part of the shared resource.
Lake Victoria Net Releases refers to the net volume between inflows and outflows.
Sourced from River Murray System accounts, includes all consumptive deliveries and Lindsay River allowance for Victoria.
Sourced from River Murray System monthly environmental accounts.
South Australian Environmental use – includes all environmental water that flows into South Australia.
Includes changes due to rating table upgrades or subsequent hydrometric updates as well as unregulated flow and Additional Dilution
Flow (ADF) whenever these occur.
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June 2019

At the beginning of the water year (1 June 2019) the active storage in the MDBA’s reservoirs was
3,017 GL or 35% capacity. Being the third consecutive dry year, inflows during winter and spring
quarters were crucial to resource and allocation improvements.
The majority of the storage volume (80% of the total water resource) was held in the most upstream
River Murray System storage, Dartmouth Reservoir. The remainder was held in Hume Reservoir and
in Lake Victoria. The Menindee Lakes storage remained critically low and, as per the Agreement, the
storage continued to remain outside the shared resources of the River Murray System.

Figure 8: At the start of the 2019-20 water year active storage was 3,017 GL and increased through winter.

The Annual Operating Outlook was completed in July 2019 providing expected operational activities
that would be required for 2019-2020 under six inflow scenarios. The inflows for each of the six
scenarios are shown in Figure 9. Of note, the AOO highlighted the risk that if inflows over 2019-20
remained very low and did not improve significantly in early 2020-21, there may not have been
sufficient water to sustain Tier 1 water sharing arrangements into 2020-21 (see Box A).
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Extreme
Dry
Inflows of
1,000 GL

Very Dry
Inflows of
2,100 GL

Dry
Inflows of
3,000 GL

Moderate
Inflows of
4,300 GL

Near
Average
Inflows of
7,300 GL

Wet
Inflows of
13,400 GL

Figure 9: The six River Murray System Annual Operating Outlook (AOO) scenarios showing the volume of annual system
inflow assumed in each case (Section 5.2, 2019-20 AOO).

In June 2019, the River Murray System received 314 GL of inflows. Although well
Inflows to
below long-term average inflows, the volume was the highest since the previous
30 June
spring. This meant that one month into the water year and despite the BoM
314 GL
indicating a relatively poor outlook for winter rain, the likelihood of ‘extreme dry’
inflows prevailing across the year had already decreased, as almost one third of
the assumed ‘extreme dry’ scenario inflows had already occurred.
System operations planning identified an early season necessity to optimise the location of water
through the system and ensure supply could be met during both winter-spring and the peak summer
demand period. Primarily this meant that bulk transfers of water from Dartmouth Dam was initiated
relatively early. Further consideration was also given to:
•

•

The planned patterning of these transfers to reduce future spill under wetter scenarios whilst
also reducing the likely need under drier scenarios for higher transfer rates in summer that
could increase loss and erosion impacts.
The need to commence early transfers was reinforced by advice from environmental water
holders that significant environmental water demands were expected during winter and
spring, with large volumes needed from Hume Reservoir.

Considering these factors, 83 GL was transferred from Dartmouth Dam to Hume
Reservoir during June. These early season transfers, in conjunction with modest
unregulated inflows helped prepare the River Murray System to meet future
system demands downstream of Hume.
Hume Dam released 59 GL to support Lake Victoria requirements and meet
winter demands and minimum flow requirements along the river.
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BOX A: Status of Water Sharing and State Shares in Storage
As per the Murray Darling Basin Agreement and Basin Plan, the River Murray System started the
year in ‘Tier 1’. This meant 'normal' water sharing arrangements applied and, as stated in the AOO,
this classification was expected to continue for the remainder of the 2019-2020 water year. Tier 1
water sharing arrangements are the long standing ‘normal’ arrangements in the Murray–Darling
Basin Agreement for sharing water in the River Murray System between the River Murray states.
Tier 1 arrangements cover very wet through to very dry conditions.
However, the lower resource position of New South Wales meant that at the beginning of the water
year NSW remained in Special Accounting with South Australia as per the MDB Agreement. Victoria
entered special accounting in August. State shares in storage for each month is available at
https://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/water-sharing.

July 2019

Inflows
to 31 July
906 GL

During July 2019 River Murray System inflows were 592 GL (AEP 63%), which, like
June, was considerably higher than all preceding months of 2019. This meant that
total inflows for the year had reached 906 GL. Whilst these moderate inflows
suggested wetter catchments and better potential for inflow improvements in
spring, BoM outlooks for rainfall remained pessimistic.

States’ opening water allocations on 1 July commenced quite low, with Victorian High Reliability
water shares starting at 16%. In NSW, Murray High Security started at 97%, while General Security
started at 0%. In South Australia, class 3 High Security water shares opened at 50%. These opening
allocations reflected the relatively low volumes of water held in storage by each state after allowing
for carryover requirements and volumes held within South Australia’s storage right.
In July, bulk transfers were actively managed in response to tributary and unregulated inflows to
Hume Reservoir to conserve water whilst meeting future expected demands over the coming
months. Dartmouth Dam operational transfers to Hume Reservoir were increased to 164 GL for the
month as the risk of spill at Hume lessened.
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At Hume Reservoir, 87 GL was released to meet downstream demands, including
to support Lake Victoria requirements in the months ahead. Commencing
transfers to Lake Victoria this early always comes with some spill risk, however
with the pessimistic rainfall outlook and updated storage level and inflow
projections, these transfers were important to ensure future system demands
could be met under drier planning scenarios.

Hume
releases
87 GL

As a result of rainfall over the Ovens catchment in mid-July, inflows from the Ovens River peaked at
12,050 ML/day and contributed to a short-lived pulse along the Murray where the Yarrawonga Weir
release peaked at 13,000 ML/day. This tributary inflow enabled releases from Hume Dam to be
reduced to the minimum rate for 10 days to assist with managing downstream flows and to conserve
water resource upstream. By the end of July, the combined effect of Hume releases and tributary
inflows had increased Lake Victoria by 96 GL to a total of 382 GL (56%).
Outside the River Murray System, water storages in the Northern Basin
were becoming critically low. In response, NSW continued to increase
assistance programs such as the ‘DroughtHub’ in concert with broader
Australian Government responses. Importantly, the MDBA along with
jurisdictional agencies established and/or attended several community
meetings. These meetings provided information about water allocation,
storages, water use and state sharing arrangements under Tier 1, and
also discussed what happens if Tier 2 water sharing arrangements as set out in the Agreement are
triggered. This work supported the General Objective and Outcome (4), People and Communities, by
providing critical information to communities at a time of stress.

August 2019
August 2019

State Water Allocations
reflect low inflows

Environmental Water
Holders use water
aiming to protect key
ecological sites and
functions

August
inflows
544 GL
(AEP 85%)

Victorian Water
Minister Announces
changes to Goulburn
System

Historically, August is a month where River Murray System inflows typically
increase. However, for 2019, inflows fell away, and at just 544 GL, remained
well below the long-term average and in the driest 15% of inflows for August in
the historic record. For the three months of Q1 this brought inflows to a total of
1,450 GL, a figure that tracked close to the ‘moderate’ inflow conditions. These
inflows were also sufficient for Tier 1 water sharing arrangements to remain in
place as expected.

Drought Intensifies

Inflows to
31 August
1,450 GL

Despite this reasonable start to the main winter-spring inflow season, the share of these inflows
between Victoria and NSW differed substantially. Victoria benefitted from the better rain and
streamflow responses observed in its tributary systems, whilst NSW tributaries remained very low.
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This resulted in inflows of 900 GL for Victoria, whilst NSW received only 550 GL over the three
months of Q1 (Figure 10).
By mid-August, Victorian and South Australia state water allocations were slowly increasing for some
products (Victorian High Reliability 26% and South Australia High Security 68%). The low NSW inflows
contributed to NSW Murray high and general security licences remaining at 97% and 0% of
entitlement respectively.
Finally, due to the low inflows at the end of August, Victoria entered into a period of Special
Accounting with South Australia.

Figure 10: Quarter 1 River Murray system inflows
varied according to where rain fell throughout
NSW and Victoria. In quarter one, Victoria’s share
of inflows was larger than NSW’s, with Victoria
receiving near 900 GL and NSW receiving near
550 GL for the quarter.

Additionally, in response to this change in climate and inflows, South Australia
elected to vary its monthly Entitlement pattern as permitted under the Murray–
Darling Basin Agreement. This did not change the volume South Australia was
entitled to for the year, rather it changed the ’within year’ pattern of delivery.
The August monthly Entitlement delivered was reduced by 45 GL.

Hume
releases to
31 August
273 GL

During August 2019, River Operations also facilitated and delivered significant volumes of water for
the environment. With considerable planning and communication, environmental water holders
began using water from their environmental entitlements in the River Murray to benefit the ecology
and build resilience in Murray System ecosystems. Two environmental watering actions were
undertaken through the Barmah-Millewa Forest with accounting in accordance with the General and
Specific O&Os. This included an in-channel watering and an overbank watering of the forest, the
latter with onward delivery to South Australia as per the Prerequisite Policy Measures.
To assist in the effective delivery of water for the environment, the MDBA facilitated an agreement
between the states that would allow for the directed release of environmental water from Hume in a
non-50:50 ratio spilt between NSW and Victorian entitlements with associated state adjustments.
These adjustments were necessary to avoid third party impacts to state shares.
During Q1, a total delivery of 200 GL of environmental water to South Australia was enabled under
these provisions. A summary of these actions can be found in the Figure 18 and the River Murray
Weekly Reports with more specific details on the respective Commonwealth Environmental Water
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Holder (CEWH), Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH), Office of Environment and Heritage
(OEH), South Australia (SA) and the Living Murray (TLM) websites.
During August, the Victorian Government responded to growing community and stakeholder
concerns about the environmental sustainability of flow rates associated with IVT delivery on the
Goulburn River by announcing a number of policy changes and review processes aimed at aligning
the trade and delivery of IVT water from the Goulburn with reduced, more sustainable delivery flow
rates. This announcement was at odds with critical assumptions underpinning planned system
operations about the delivery of Goulburn IVT throughout summer.
Although there were no Goulburn IVT deliveries in Q1, the implications of this announcement, made
well after the beginning of the water year and the commencement of the system’s primary planning
process, were challenging. These implications and the MDBA’s responses to this announcement are
discussed in detail in the following section on Quarter 2 and in BOX B.
During August 2019 the Bureau of Meteorology issued a climate and water outlook for September to
November 2019 that indicated drier than normal conditions were more likely for spring 2019. This
was being driven by positive Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) conditions that are often associated with
below average rainfall for much of central and southern Australia during winter-spring. These dry
conditions would follow an already dry winter and would be within the context of longer-term twoyear rainfall deficits that were already driving catchment moisture levels to very low levels and
impacting water resources and communities across the Basin.
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Quarter Two
Historically during spring (Q2), the focus of river operations is to capitalise on healthy tributary
inflows, capturing these in Lake Victoria to assist with the distribution of stored water and setting up
the system for summer.
However, the relative lack of spring inflows in 2019-20 meant a higher reliance on transfers from
Dartmouth and Hume to meet the requirements of Lake Victoria and lower system requirements.
Inflows were low, falling in the driest 9 percent of years. Adaptation of operational strategies and
planning was therefore critical during this period in order to balance competing needs of:
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing dry conditions and the need to maintain operational efficiency
Higher reliance on storage releases due to lack of tributary inflows
Low consumptive spring demands but forecast high summer demands
Multiple water for the environment actions across spring
New restrictions on Goulburn IVT delivery rates requested by the Victorian Government

Key achievements for Q2
Adapting to changing
conditions and keeping
the River Murray ontrack. With climate
cues becoming very
dry, it was a crucial to
adapt. River
operations routinely
reviews planning assumptions and
considers the requirements and risks of
possible inflow and demand scenarios. As
conditions changed, adaptive actions
were implemented.

Focus on dry system
requirements. When
tributary inflows
recede, reliance on
storages and
transfers increases.
River operations
transferred over 1,300 GL during Q2 from
Dartmouth and Hume storages to meet
system requirements and entitlement
holder demands into summer.

Broader government
and community
drought response
develops. Multiple
effects of drought
began to shape
responses: drought
initiatives, the Water
for Fodder Program, and water for the
environment actions.

Governments
focus on Goulburn
IVT. With the new
Victorian
Government IVT
request, agencies
worked together
to understand the
implications of a reduced IVT delivery rate
from the Goulburn system on River Murray
operations and system water resources.
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Key external drivers influencing operations in Q2
Whilst spring is historically a season of relatively high inflows, the spring of 2019-20 was relatively
dry. As such, the key drivers of Q1 remained applicable for Q2 but became more accentuated as dry
conditions persisted. In this respect, River Murray Operations recognised three Key Drivers that
would shape Q2.
•

•

•

Key Driver 1 - “Ongoing dry climate conditions” – The lack of decent spring rainfall and
resultant low inflows (Figure 4) meant improvements to water resources for the states were
limited and there was a higher reliance on releases from storages, particularly Dartmouth
Dam to supply the system.
Key Driver 2 – “Drought and communities” – Severe stress was being observed across many
of the Murray communities driven by the drought and notably high prices in the water
market. The communities’ desire for information about the availability of water for the
coming year grew, as did scrutiny on river operations and perceptions on how the system
should be operated to maintain efficiency and equity between states. Rainfall and
temperature maps for Q1 are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12
Key Driver 3 – “Goulburn IVT” – The Victorian Government’s announcement on 20 August
consisted of three key actions:
o An interim operational regime that achieves variable summer flows in the Goulburn
well below recent volumes will be implemented before the high-risk period begins this
summer.
o From December all trades from the Goulburn system, including water use from
tagged accounts, will be treated consistently with Victorian rules for inter-valley
trade and in line with Basin Plan trading rules.
o Public consultation will commence in January next year on long-term options to
improve the current Goulburn to Murray trade rule to reflect the environmental
thresholds of the lower Goulburn River and to maximise trade opportunities within
these limits.
In responding to this substantial work was undertaken to ascertain the impact of this request
on river operations and how the announcement could be achieved within the requirements
of the Agreement and O&Os.
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Figure 11: Murray–Darling Rainfall deciles for Q2 show below average to lowest on record conditions for most of the
River Murray System and ongoing extreme dry conditions for the north-eastern Basin. North-western NSW and
western Queesnland experienced average to below average rain. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)

Figure 12: Maximum temperature deciles for Q2 show above average to very much above average conditions for most of
the River Murray System, but well above average to highest on record conditions in parts of the northern Basin. (Source:
Bureau of Meteorology)
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Key metrics for Q2
The operational metrics in Table 4 provide a snapshot summary of river operations for Q2. All
figures should be considered within the context of the key drivers outlined above.
Table 4: Key metrics for River Murray System operations during Q2.

Metric

Quarter Two i

Total River Murray System inflows ii

906 GL (91% AEP)

Storages

↓ 214 GL due to bulk system transfers to Hume
↓ 302 GL
↓ 32 GL due to capture of inflows and bulk
system transfers from Hume
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource.

Net change at Dartmouth
Net change at Hume
Net change at Lake Victoria
Net change at Menindee Lakes

Storage
releases

Dartmouth Releases
Hume Releases
Lake Victoria Net Releases iii
Menindee Lakes Releases

359 GL
983 GL
38 GL
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource.

IVT

Murrumbidgee: 32 GL
Goulburn: 41 GL

Total consumptive deliveries iv

342 GL Victorian Murray
143 GL NSW Murray

Total environmental deliveries v

236 GL Victorian Murray
10 GL NSW Murray

Flow to SA

816 GL
174 GL
232 GL
21 GL
390 GL

Total SA Flow
Dilution & Loss
Entitlement Flow
Consumptive trade deliveries
Environmental water
deliveries vi
Rolling Adjustment vii

Publication of operational information

-2 GL
13 MDBA Weekly Reports
6 Media Releases on ‘river operations’

i.

Values are provided from the River Murray System accounts at the point of time the report is written and considered as operational
data. Updates to input data including changes to rating tables as well as other data changes as a result of hydrometric updates may
result in the numbers in the above table changing.
ii. River Murray System inflows include unregulated inflows to Dartmouth, Hume and from the Kiewa, plus inflows from the NSW and
Victorian tributaries excluding environmental water deliveries and IVT as well as Menindee when not part of the shared resource.
iii. Lake Victoria Net Releases refers to the net volume between inflows and outflows.
iv. Sourced from River Murray System accounts, includes all consumptive deliveries and Lindsay River allowance for Victoria.
v. Sourced from River Murray System monthly environmental accounts.
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vi. South Australian Environmental use – includes all environmental water that flows into South Australia.
vii. Includes changes due to rating table upgrades or subsequent hydrometric updates as well as unregulated flow and Additional Dilution
Flow (ADF) whenever these occur.

September 2019

At the start of spring, the active storage in the MDBA’s reservoirs was 3,953 GL or 47% capacity.
Importantly, as a result of reasonable inflows during June and July and the commencement of
modest transfer releases from Hume Dam, Lake Victoria had risen to a level of 551 GL (81% capacity).
This matched well with the initial moderate to dry operations planning forecasts of the AOO,
however updated projections suggested the Lake Victoria storage would soon begin to fall unless
further transfers were made from Hume Dam. Operations planning also indicated that the delivery of
IVT would also soon be required to ensure forecast demands could be met over summer if conditions
stayed dry and tributary inflows continued to fall away.

Inflows to
30 Sept
1,883 GL

In most years, September is one of the higher inflow months that usually sees
storage volumes and water resources rise. For 2019-20 this was not the case, as
inflows continued their drying trend, reaching a total of only 433 GL (91% AEP) for
the month. By the end of September, the cumulative inflow for the year had
reached 1,883 GL.

Operationally, the overall dry nature of the year meant supplying demands
and the positioning of Lake Victoria were becoming more reliant on
regulated releases from Hume Dam. This in turn drove the need for large
transfers of water from Dartmouth Dam (134 GL during September) to
support the supply of water from Hume Dam.

Transfer of
134 GL from
Dartmouth
to Hume

Whilst transfers to Lake Victoria were ongoing, these were able to be
maintained within channel due to a combination of the modest tributary inflows during winter and
the slightly lower consumptive demands expected across the year driven by lower water availability.
Following the dry system cue and lack of water resource improvement, South Australia also began to
reduce its monthly Entitlement volume in order to balance its supply of available water resource
across the coming months.
Water for the environment actions continued into September as part of a combined environmental
water holders’ early spring ‘multisite event’. This provided an overall boost to river levels along the
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system, as releases of environmental water from Hume Dam were timed to connect with winterspring releases from the Goulburn system. This facilitated a flow of 15,000 ML/day downstream of
Yarrawonga from 6 September for approximately one month that provided low-level watering of
wetlands and channels within the Barmah-Millewa Forest. No operational water was transferred
through the Barmah-Millewa Forest in 2019-20. Of the 361 GL released from Hume Dam in
September, 184 GL was the directed release of environmental water. Further details of this event
provided in the October section below.
No IVT from the Goulburn or Murrumbidgee river systems was required in September; however, this
would start to change from October onwards. Considerable effort of the MDBA and WLWG was
required to ensure operational strategies remained appropriate under the new IVT restriction (see
Key Driver 3) and in light of the rapidly drying operating conditions. More information on how MDBA
responded to the IVT limit is provided in the box below.
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BOX B: Adaptive planning response to the requested limit on Goulburn IVT deliveries
On 18 July 2019, the Victorian Minister wrote to the MDBA about concerns for the ecological health of the
lower Goulburn River and other Victorian tributaries and the impact of high, unseasonal flows through
summer. The Victorian Minister requested the MDBA facilitate lower flows during the upcoming summer,
in accordance with developing Victorian policy, by limiting the volume of Goulburn IVT delivery to 50
GL/month from December to April. This was well below volumes that had been delivered in previous
summers and was well below the monthly volumes assumed in several of the AOO planning scenarios that
had been supported by the states in July.
On 4 September, MDBA issued a media release in light of the Victorian request, outlining some of the
challenges for supplying the Murray system in the months ahead. The release sought to provide water
users with early information about changing conditions, water delivery options and potential risks created
by the Victorian request in meeting Murray system demands. Importantly, it also noted that recent water
trade from the Murrumbidgee system had provided the potential for greater flexibility in delivering IVT that
could also help reduce pressure on rates of flow in the Goulburn system.
To support the Victorian Government request, the MDBA and WLWG undertook a wide-ranging analysis of
its implications. This work brought to light several questions and challenges that would be faced if the
request was to be met. This was particularly the case given that operational decisions such as bulk transfers
and target storage level at Lake Victoria made to set up the system to meet summer demands had already
been made based on assumptions of greater IVT delivery over summer. Of particular concern was that
limiting IVT delivery volumes in accordance with the request might:
•
•

impact on the MDBA’s ability to operate the River Murray System in a way that maximises overall
water availability
materially increase risks of system shortfall over summer and autumn

A paper on the issue was provided to the River Murray Operating Committee in November exploring the
complex challenge of continuing to conserve water and mitigate shortfall risks if Goulburn IVT (a major
point of supply) was constrained.
A key concern for operations in 2019-20 was whether the requested operational flow limit would still
facilitate the supply of summer demands downstream of the Choke without the need for overbank
transfers from Hume. Under a repeat of heatwave conditions experienced in 2018-19, February and March
were initially identified as high-risk periods of not being able to meet all demands. To mitigate this risk,
more water would be required in Lake Victoria, which could only be sourced from Hume or from the
delivery of IVT water.
As the season progressed, the MDBA adjusted operations with the aim of meeting the requested Goulburn
IVT limit, if possible, with the additional risks managed by implementing a process of routine forecast
updates and advice to WLWG. This helped by giving advance warning of the potential need to take early
action. If shortfall or water resource risks were deemed to be too high without increasing Goulburn IVT
delivery rates, WLWG determined that it would raise the issue to BOC for decision.
In November, December and January the issue was raised for decision to BOC. In December BOC did not
reach agreement, and action was taken on verbal advice, that the MDBA could request an order of 40 GL of
Goulburn IVT to be delivered between 1 and 15 January 2020 and to revisit the issue in early January to
inform the best approach for delivering IVT in the remainder of January and February, based on updated
forecasts and in the absence of Victorian support. In January BOC subsequently supported the delivery of
up to 60 GL for January 2020, although ultimately less was required.
Ultimately, the renewed access to IVT from the Murrumbidgee system along with a return to cooler and
wetter conditions from February 2020 meant the requested rates of Goulburn IVT delivery were achieved
across all months except January, when slightly higher flows were needed.
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October 2019

The dry conditions continued into October, with rainfall very much below average
(Figure 13) and October system inflows totalling 283 GL (AEP 93%). By the end of
Inflows to
October, inflows since 1 June had risen to 2,163 GL, meaning inflows across the
date
year had fallen back to the ‘dry’ scenario in the Annual Operating Outlook.
2,163 GL
Added to this pattern of low inflows was very warm temperatures during
October, with BoM reporting October temperatures to be ‘very much above the
average’ (Figure 14). This resulted in an intensification of the drought conditions and soil moisture
diminishing (Figure 15).

Figure 13: Rainfall Deciles for October 2019. This shows the
southern MDB is predominately ‘very much below average’.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)

Figure 14: Maximum Temperature Deciles for October 2019.
This shows the southern Basin having very much above
average temperatures across October. (Source: Bureau of
Meteorology)

Figure 15: Root zone soil moisture for October 2019. This shows
the southern Basin having lower than average soil moisture across
October. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Whilst dry conditions dominated NSW, some rainfall continued to be observed across the Victorian
catchments that helped maintain modest tributary inflows to the River Murray System. This rainfall
disparity between the states, experienced since June, resulted in a larger proportion of inflows to the
system attributed to Victoria and subsequent relatively higher allocations in Victoria than NSW. The
total River Murray System inflows and states’ share of these inflows from June to November is
provided in Figure 16. State allocation increases since July are provided in Table 5.

Figure 16: River Murray inflows vary according to where rain falls throughout NSW and Victoria. In quarter two inflows
reduced. Victoria’s share of inflows were marginally higher than NSW’s share of inflows with Victoria receiving near 514 GL
and NSW receiving near 402 GL for the quarter.

Table 5: Allocations during 2019-20 on the River Murray.

End of Month
Allocation

SA High - Class 3 Vic Murray
High
Reliability

Vic Murray
Low
Reliability

NSW
Murray High
Security

NSW Murray
General
Security

July 19

38%

6%

0%

97%

0%

August

68%

26%

0%

97%

0%

September

81%

35%

0%

97%

0%

October

87%

40%

0%

97%

0%

November

100%

48%

0%

97%

0%

Public concern over the drought escalated with elevated water prices and concern about access to
water. Responding to these concerns the Australian Government established the Water for Fodder
program and an inquiry into the management of Murray–Darling Basin water resources by the
Interim Inspector General of Murray–Darling Basin Water Resources.
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The Water for Fodder program was announced by the Prime Minister on 1 December 2019. The
Water for Fodder program sought to provide up to 100 GL of water for farmers to grow fodder and
pasture in the southern connected Murray–Darling Basin. The program is part of the Australian
Government’s drought response package seeking to help farmers maintain breeding stock during the
drought, so that when the drought breaks farmers can recover faster.
At an operational level, the poor tributary inflows combined with warmer temperatures meant an
increased reliance upon Hume, Dartmouth and Lake Victoria to meet increasing demands. During
October, the transfers from Dartmouth Dam to Hume Reservoir increased slightly to 148 GL, while
Hume releases totalled 327 GL, increased in part to supply additional transfers being made around
the Choke using available irrigation infrastructure.
IVT deliveries from both the Murrumbidgee and Goulburn systems commenced late October. Figure
17 shows IVT deliveries from the Murrumbidgee and Goulburn systems with 6.6 GL and 9.7 GL being
called in October and 29.3 GL and 25.6 GL being called in November.

Figure 17: Inter-Valley Trade (IVT) and irrigation
escapes supporting Murray demands during
October.

Delivery of water for the environmental from Hume Reservoir continued into October and early
November. More information on this watering action is provided in the Box C below.
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Box C: Water for the Environment - Delivery Summary - Winter to Spring
Water for the environment was released from Hume between August and October to inundate the
Barmah-Millewa Forest and deliver nutrient rich water along the river system to South Australia. Noting
the additional volumes from Q1, this would see a flow peak at South Australia of 16,000 ML/day and a
volume of 390 GL across Q2 between September and November. By the end of Q2, River Murray
Operations facilitated the delivery of 589 GL for environmental benefits.
WINTER DELIVERY

SPRING DELIVERY

Over 200 GL delivered through the
River Murray System
Hume releases targeted
environmental water orders

Over 245 GL delivered through the River
Murray System
Hume Releases targeted
environmental water orders

Barmah Millewa Forest targets small inundation

Barmah Millewa Forest - spring
inundation then a slow reccession

~ 169 GL Goulburn pulses
coordinated with the Murray

~ 150 GL Goulburn pulse
coordinated with the Murray

A range of smaller activities
Gunbower, Campaspe, Broken,
Koondrook Pericoota, EdwardWakool
199 GL delivered to South Australia

A range of smaller activities Gunbower,
Campaspe, Broken, Loddon, Guttrum,
Hattah, Koondrook Pericoota, EdwardWakool
390 GL delivered to South Australia

Environmental Water shown at Yarrawonga (D/S)
16000
14000
12000

ML/day

10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

Ops flow d/s yarra

E water d/s yarra

total flow d/s yarra

Channel capacity

Figure 18: Water for the environment shows the delivery during winter and spring as a hydrograph at Yarrawonga Weir.
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November 2019

Dry conditions continued into November with no reprieve in sight. River Murray System inflows were
191 GL for the month compared to the long-term average for November of 764 GL. Total inflows for
the year to date had reached 2,367 GL. By the end of November, year to date inflows were tracking
below the dry inflow scenario of the AOO. Active storage was about 3,400 GL (41% capacity), see
Figure 19. Rainfall deciles for the quarter were below average to very much below average for most
of the Basin (Figure 20).
In terms of drought intensity, November’s inflows were in the 10% of driest
years. However, the persistent nature of the drought had meant that by the
Inflows to
date
end of November, three-year system inflows had fallen to 98% AEP. This
2,354
GL
means that the preceding three-year period was in the driest 2% of such
periods in the historic record. Whilst overall drought conditions during the
millennium drought were far more prolonged and, at times, more intense, a
notable difference with 2017-2019 was the disparity in the impacts felt between Victoria, New South
Wales and South Australia. In this recent sequence, due to the lack of rain and inflows in NSW
tributaries, NSW impacts were intense, whilst in Victoria conditions were not as severe. The shorter
duration of the more recent drought combined with the benefits of the water policy reforms
implemented over the last decade meant that South Australian impacts were also far less than those
experienced between 2006 and 2010, the height of the millennium drought.
During November 76 GL was released from Dartmouth and 293 GL was released from Hume. Lake
Victoria was drawn on to support delivery commitments at the South Australian border.
Of the total active water in storage at the end of November, 56% was stored in Dartmouth Reservoir,
30% was stored in Hume Reservoir and 14% was held in Lake Victoria. The transfer of water from
Dartmouth Dam to Hume Reservoir and Hume Dam to Lake Victoria was carefully managed to ensure
enough resources were located through the system to meet the summer demands. At the same time,
these volumes were limited to maximise the resource that could remain in the upper storages, thus
reducing evaporative losses.
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Figure 19: The end of spring active storage declined to 40% or 3,384 GL.

Figure 20: Murray–Darling Rainfall deciles for Q2 shows the dominance of very much below average conditions for NSW.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)

IVT delivery from both the Murrumbidgee and Goulburn systems had commenced, as had the use of
available irrigation infrastructure to transfer additional water around the Choke. This increase in
overall supply to the system was anticipated under drier AOO planning scenarios as a response to
higher observed and forecast demands and the decrease in Lake Victoria storage.
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Whilst larger volumes of Goulburn IVT were initially planned for in November, the MDBA, in
negotiation with WLWG and on advice from Goulburn-Broken CMA, agreed to a reduced delivery
volume of Goulburn IVT in November of 30 GL. This decision was made to assist with the ecological
restoration of bank vegetation in the lower Goulburn following higher flows earlier in spring.
However, this also meant a reduced ability for the MDBA to limit Goulburn IVT deliveries below 50
GL/month during summer as requested by the Victorian Government – a key trade-off that was
communicated to WLWG and the Goulburn CMA. Around 25 GL of IVT was delivered from the
Murrumbidgee System. Renewed access to Murrumbidgee IVT was now helping to increase flexibility
and IVT delivery options in the Goulburn system. However, it was also important to carefully manage
and plan Murrumbidgee IVT delivery to ensure its use provided the best efficiency in supplying the
River Murray System and for supporting river operations objectives across the months ahead.
Despite the increasingly complex operational environment of Q2, River Murray Operations, working
with WLWG, delivered all state water orders for the quarter whilst managing the risks of aiming to
operate Lake Victoria to relatively low levels across the summer and autumn to help conserve water.
At the end of Q2, the BoM issued a climate and water outlook from December 2019 to February
2020. At the time the main climate influences were strong positive Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)
conditions, a negative Southern Annular Mode (SAM) and a neutral El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO). The outlook indicated a significantly hotter and drier than average season was likely for most
of eastern Australia (Figure 21 and Figure 22). This challenging outlook would weigh heavily on
operational decisions as the summer unfolded.

Figure 21: Chance of exceeding the median
rainfall for Dec 2019 – Feb 2020 (Source:
Bureau of Meteorology).
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Figure 22: Chance of exceeding the median
maximum temperature deciles for Dec 2019
– Feb 2020 (Source: Bureau of
Meteorology).
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Quarter Three
Aside from the delivery of state water entitlements as efficiently as possible, the focus of quarter
three (Q3) also includes actively mitigating against shortfall risks and managing the system, whilst
also undertaking actions to benefit recreation where possible.
Traditionally, summer is the peak irrigation season with demands that have the potential to outstrip
supply volumes and channel capacity. If not carefully managed, the River Murray System can
experience shortfalls. Shortfalls can have serious consequences for water users and the system as the
highest risk of a shortfall is during heatwaves that can severely stress crops and the environment.
With the ongoing drought and resultant lower water availability across the system, there was an
overall reduction in irrigation demands across the 2019-20 water year. However, with the significant
proportion of permanent planting horticulture and access to water through trade and carryover,
summer demands through Sunraysia and in some other areas remained relatively consistent with
previous years. This meant shortfall risks continued to be of concern.
Post-spring, the MDBA published the River Murray System Annual Operating Outlook 2019-20
October update. This provided a revised analysis and update to the trajectories of the AOO planning
scenarios and an update on assumptions particularly for demands, inflows and IVT deliveries ahead
of what was anticipated by the BoM to be an extremely dry and hot start to summer.
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Key achievements for Q3

Publication of post spring update of the Annual Operating Outlook.
This provided valuable analysis of the climate and system drivers
that had and would continue to shape operational activities for the
ongoing year.

Balancing demands and water
conservation during summer of record
heat.
River Murray Operations met all state
water demands through a very tight
summer. This meant calling on the
Goulburn and Murrumbidgee IVT while
maximising additional flows around the
Choke using irrigation infrastructure.
Water conservation was also important
with losses minimised as much as
possible.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Coordinated responses to multiple key
drivers.
Across the summer of 2019-20, bushfire
impacts in the upper Murray required the
rapid assessment of catchment conditions
and identification of risks. This led to coordination between the MDBA and Snowy
Hydro Limited to improve the benefits of the
dilution created from Murray 1 power
station releases in the upper Murray to limit
risk of fish deaths from runoff from burnt
catchments.
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Key external drivers in Q3 influencing operations
During summer the following key drivers influenced river operations, noting two additional Key
Drivers.
•

•

•

•

•

Key Driver 1 - “Ongoing dry climate conditions” - River Murray Operations planned for the
ongoing dry climate conditions, however, the dry conditions worsened substantially over
summer. BoM declared that December was Australia's warmest and driest on record, while
summer as a whole was the second warmest on record.
Key Driver 2 – “Drought affected communities” – Summer increased the drought impact on
communities and the disparity between those who had access to water allocations and those
who did not.
Key Driver 3 – “Goulburn IVT” – A key concern for operations in 2019-20 was whether the
new limit would still facilitate the supply of summer demands downstream of the Choke
without the need for overbank transfers from Hume. Under a repeat of heatwave conditions
experienced in 2018-19, February and March were initially identified as high-risk periods (in
the context of not being able to meet all demands).
Key Driver 4 – “Bushfires” – With the (accumulated) Forest Fire Danger Index highest on
record for any month, large bushfires burnt across many parts of Australia. In the Basin,
many catchments were affected from December onwards. For the upper Murray 56% of the
catchment was burnt. This led to several impacts in terms of water quality, runoff response
to rainfall, and would also affect future water yield.
Key Driver 5 – “COVID” – From January 2020 the global pandemic of COVID-19 reached
Australia. MDBA took all Australian and state issued advice and began business continuity
planning. This did not directly affect river operations until Q4.
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Figure 23: Murray–Darling Rainfall deciles for Q3 show average to very much below average conditions for
most of the River Murray System and ongoing very dry conditions for western NSW. From January, the
northern Basin received several significant rain events bringing some relief to a region experiencing severe,
multi-year rainfall deficits. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)

Figure 24: Maximum temperature deciles for Q3 show above above average to very much above average
conditions for most of the River Murray System, driven by many weeks of record-breaking heat through
December and early January. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Key metrics for Q3
The operational metrics in Table 6 provide a snapshot summary of river operations for Q3. All
figures should be considered within the context of the key drivers outlined above.
Table 6: Key metrics for River Murray system operations during Q3.

Metric

Quarter three i

Total River Murray System inflows ii

237 GL (96% AEP)

Storages

↓ 284 GL due to bulk system transfers to Hume
↓ 500 GL
↓ 253 GL due to releases required to supply
downstream demands
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource.

Net change at Dartmouth
Net change at Hume
Net change at Lake Victoria
Net change at Menindee Lakes

Storage releases

Dartmouth Releases
Hume Releases
Lake Victoria net Releases iii
Menindee Lakes Releases

313 GL
978 GL
188 GL
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource.

IVT

Murrumbidgee: 99 GL
Goulburn: 152 GL

Total consumptive deliveries iv

439 GL Victorian Murray
181 GL NSW Murray

Total environmental deliveries v

0 GL Victoria
0 GL NSW

Flow to SA

694 GL
174 GL
391 GL
50 GL
77 GL
3GL

Total SA Flow
Dilution & Loss
Entitlement Flow
Consumptive trade deliveries
Environmental water deliveries vi
Rolling Adjustment vii

Publication of operational information

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

11 MDBA Weekly Reports
5 Media Releases on ‘river operations’
AOO Publication

Values are provided from the River Murray System accounts at the point of time the report is written and considered as operational
data. Updates to input data including changes to rating tables as well as other data changes as a result of hydrometric updates may
result in the numbers in the above table changing.
River Murray System inflows include unregulated inflows to Dartmouth, Hume and from the Kiewa, plus inflows from the NSW and
Victorian tributaries excluding environmental water deliveries and IVT as well as Menindee when not part of the shared resource.
Lake Victoria Net Releases refers to the net volume between inflows and outflows.
Sourced from River Murray System accounts, includes all consumptive deliveries and Lindsay River allowance for Victoria.
Sourced from River Murray System monthly environmental accounts.
South Australian Environmental use – includes all environmental water that flows into South Australia.
Includes changes due to rating table upgrades or subsequent hydrometric updates as well as unregulated flow and Additional Dilution
Flow (ADF) whenever these occur.
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December 2019

At the beginning of Q3, MDBA published the end of October update of the AOO — its completion
slightly delayed due to the need to undertake additional analysis on the impacts of restricting
Goulburn IVT delivery. This document provided revised analysis of the climate and system drivers
that had and were expected to continue shaping river operations activities for the remainder of the
water year. The key information included:
•

•

•

The River Murray System inflows were tracking closest to the ‘dry’ AOO scenario, but over
the three-year period to the end of October 2019 they were the fourth lowest on record,
with no abatement expected over summer.
Operations at Dartmouth and Hume Dams were shifting from system transfers to supply of
water to deliver state entitlements. To help minimise transfers and allow greater water
conversation in the upper storages, MDBA secured Ministerial Council approval to waive the
minimum reserve requirement at Lake Victoria of at least 250 GL active storage in the lake on
the 31 May 2020.
Relatively low demands were expected across the year (consistent with the relatively low water
availability), however a peak in summer demands similar to previous summers was expected –
particularly downstream of the Choke. With a high likelihood of ongoing above average
temperatures punctuated by severe heat waves, close vigilance on system flow rates would be
necessary to manage shortfall risks, with the primary risk now becoming most significant in late
summer and autumn under ongoing dry scenarios due to the relatively low storage level
expected in Lake Victoria. This combination of factors meant delivery of IVT remained crucial to
maintain operational efficiency and to meet summer demands downstream of the Choke.

At the beginning of December 2019 active storage in the MDBA’s reservoirs was approximately
3,384 GL or 40% capacity (Figure 25). The majority of this volume remained in Dartmouth Reservoir
(2,080 GL), with the remainder held in Hume Reservoir (990 GL) and in Lake Victoria (510 GL). The
Menindee Lakes storage remained critically low and, as per the rules set out in the Agreement, was
not part of the shared resource of the River Murray System.
Adding to the complexity through summer, the Victorian
Government began a process of policy transition that recognised the
sustainability requirements of the Goulburn River. For the River
Murray System, this meant that a greater magnitude of flows which
had typically been available when delivering Goulburn IVT were required to be capped at
50 GL/month over the summer period if the Victorian Government request was to be met. During
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December 2019, the MDBA, Goulburn-Murray Water and the Goulburn Broken Catchment
Management Authority worked together through various committees (WLWG, RMOC and BOC) to
reach common agreement on how to achieve the Victorian Government’s IVT request, whilst
appropriately mitigating resultant delivery and water resource risks on the Murray. For December,
50 GL was a lesser volume of IVT than the MDBA had assumed within the AOO given the observed
conditions and forecasts occurring at the time. Despite this, it was determined by BOC that MDBA
should limit the volume delivered in December and hence reduce the risk response. This effectively
deferred a requirement to subsequently increase IVT in January if high system demands and losses
persisted further into summer.

Figure 25: The start of the 2019-20 water year began with 3,017 GL, with winter and spring seasons that historically
replenish the storage. By December active storage was at 3,384 GL or 40%, though this rapidly fell as summer demands
increased. By the end of Q3 (end of February 2020) active storage was near to 2,380 GL or 28%.

December 2019 marked the start of a scorching summer (Figure 26 and Figure 27). The River Murray
System received little rainfall, and inflows were a mere 91 GL (AEP 96%). This meant that although
inflows for the 2019-20 year to date had reached 2,458 GL, the system’s reliance on water in
storages was high. The BoM reported that December was Australia's warmest and driest year on
record, and the (accumulated) Forest Fire Danger Index was also highest on record for any month.
The conditions led into one of Australia’s worst fire seasons with over 17 million hectares burnt
across the country. For more information on this significant event please refer to Special Climate
Statement 73—extreme heat and fire weather in December 2019 and January 2020.

Figure 26: Rainfall deciles during December 2019 show
below average to very much below average conditions.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Figure 27: Maximum Temperatures for December 2019
showing most of Australia as Highest on Record.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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January 2020

River Murray System inflows during January 2020 were 72 GL (95% AEP), with the total inflows for
the year rising to 2,530 GL. The northern Basin started to receive the first in a series of rainfall
events. These rains would take many months before sufficient run-off was generated into the Darling
River for flows to re-commence at Bourke and continue down to Menindee Lakes.
January was a busy time for River Murray Operations, with the MDBA instigating or assisting in a
number of crucial activities and system adaptations to keep the River Murray System on-track.
Bushfires (Key Driver # 4) – Across January the fires in the upper Murray escalated. For river
operations, monitoring of the fire’s progression through the catchment delineated areas of burnt and
unburnt catchment. This led to MDBA being able to undertake a rapid assessment to evaluate risk to
water resources and remedial actions relating to water management. The assessment showed 56%
of the upper Murray catchment burnt and 20% of the catchment upstream of Dartmouth Reservoir
burnt.
Although there was no impact to large structures, water quality impacts were anticipated postrainfall with large amounts of ash and debris being mobilised which would affect stream health. This
was seen during summer when small local rain events washed significant sludge, ash and other burnt
forest debris into streams. Anticipating this, River Murray Operations worked with Snowy Hydro
Limited to secure additional releases from Khancoban pondage to flow into the upper Murray to
assist dilution near Bringenbrong. Additionally, MDBA worked quickly with agencies to track ash
plumes and turbid water that would eventually progress along the upper River Murray and into
Hume Reservoir. At the same time other agencies, such as DELWP and ARI in Victoria, quickly
mobilised to support fish protection and recovery and instituted a broader range of catchment
recovery activities.
There is widely recognised research indicating significant impacts
on a catchment’s future water yield following bushfires. In
particular, catchment water yield initially increased due to less
vegetation in the first few years following the large 2003 and 2006
bushfires in Victoria and NSW. However, once substantial re-growth begins, catchment water yield
decreases due to the increased forests water use for potentially many decades. The MDBA and state
partners will continue to monitor hydrological trends including changes to inflows post the 20192020 bushfires.
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Balancing the conservation of water while meeting system
demands – It is important to balance both water conservation
with the need to meet system demands in the River Murray
System. In the 2019-20 water year, a key demonstration of this
balance is evident in the management of water transfers from
Dartmouth Dam to Hume Reservoir.
Figure 28 shows Dartmouth storage holding
approximately 2,000 GL at the end of
December 2019. Updated operations
planning enabled releases to be minimised
to around 200 GL during summer so as to
conserve as much water as possible in the
uppermost storage. For Hume storage
approximately 1,000 GL was released to
supply the system across summer resulting
in the Hume storage decreasing overall by
500 GL from early December to the end of
February (Figure 29).
Although flows through the Barmah Choke
remained within channel across summer,
meeting system and irrigation demands
downstream of the Choke remained reliant
on downstream supply options or options
to bypass the Choke using available
irrigation infrastructure. This was
particularly evident in January, when River
Murray Operations relied on a combination
of activities to ensure water was available
for all entitlement holders, as follows:
•

•

Figure 28: Dartmouth Reservoir storage volume and release
(measured at Colemans) over summer shows conservation of
water in the MDB highest storage, reducing evaporation.

Figure 29: Hume Reservoir storage volume and release over

The use of IVT accounts on the
summer shows the storage as a primary source for meeting
downstream system and irrigation demands, with near to 1,000
Goulburn and the Murrumbidgee,
GL released over summer. Hume started December at
with 93 GL being needed in January approximately 1,000 GL.
out of 254 GL for the quarter.
The use of the escapes around the Barmah Choke increasing flows downstream by 43 GL in
January out of 93 GL for the quarter.

Further downstream, careful management of Lake Victoria also required coordinated activity. Lake
Victoria is a crucial asset to the River Murray System with its position as the farthest downstream
major storage because it can both capture and release water when needed. In summer a key focus in
its operation is to reduce the risk of system shortfalls, whilst also not decreasing to the extent that it
becomes ineffective in a re-regulation role. In summary, a careful balance needs to occur between
harvesting, releasing and storage reduction rates to ensure Lake Victoria does not become so low
during summer that required flows into South Australia can no longer be met.
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With the contribution of IVT and water delivered using irrigation infrastructure to bypass the Barmah
Choke, river operations were able to slow the fall of Lake Victoria across summer (Figure 30). This
careful balance meant that Lake Victoria was at a level high enough to release water to meet
demands, and by the end of summer, low enough to achieve significant water conservation.
Outside the River Murray System, a series of rain events in the Northern Basin were beginning to
materialise (Figure 31).

Figure 30: Lake Victoria started Q3 at 513 GL or 76% capacity, but significant net releases over summer reduced storage to
262 GL or 39 % capacity by the end of February 2020.
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Figure 31: MDB rainfall deciles for January 2020. Although patches of low rainfall continued across key catchments in the
north and south, rainfall from the middle of the month improved totals to average or above average. (Source: Bureau of
Meteorology)
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February 2020

February 2020 brought the end to the second
warmest summer on record (BoM). Though much of
the summer was scorching, high system loss rates
from evaporation were also reduced to some
extent by smoke haze and by a series of rainfall
events from late-January through February 2020.
These conditions also assisted the slowing of algal
alerts, with Hume Reservoir only reaching red levels
briefly in February, though downstream recorded
high algal levels for several months prior.

Figure 32: The scorching hot summer of 2019-20
showing maximum temperature deciles. (Source: Bureau
of Meteorology)

Inflows to the River Murray System reached
2,603 GL (June 2019 – February 2020). The
improved rain during February did not translate into runoff, with only a modest 73 GL (AEP 94%)
being received into the system. This maintained the dry nature of the year to date and it would take
several months more until rainfall would soak soils enough to generate significant runoff.

Figure 33: Significant rain fell during February, bringing further relief from the severe drought conditions, particularly in the
eastern and northern Basin. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Despite the significant rainfall
improvements in areas north of the
Murray, the discrepancy between
Victorian and NSW inflows continued.
By the end of Q3, the Victorian share
of the year’s inflows had reached
1,550 GL, representing 60% of the
total, whereas NSW inflows were
significantly less (1,053 GL) (Figure
35).
All state orders were successfully
delivered during Q3 through a
challenging operating environment.
Orders included:
•
•
•
•

Figure 34: River Murray inflows vary according to where rain falls
throughout NSW and Victoria. By quarter three Victoria had received 60%
rain through its catchments, with NSW receiving only 40%.

448 GL Victorian Murray consumptive deliveries
179 GL NSW Murray consumptive deliveries
694 GL South Australian flow
Although no environmental water orders were received for directed
State water
releases, River Murray Operations helped facilitate approximately 10 GL
orders met for
of water for the environment as tributary actions, wetland actions and 73
quarter
GL of trade to South Australia. Watering actions occurred at Gunbower,
Guttrum, and in the Campaspe and Loddon rivers. More information can be respectively
seen on the CEWH, VEWH, OEH, SA and TLM websites.

Looking ahead for managing the River Murray System, River Murray Operations was now focusing on
carefully managing the falling storage level of Lake Victoria towards projected low levels. This
approach aimed to save water in upstream storages whilst simultaneously creating airspace to assist
with future rainfall events that could trigger tributary flows downstream of Hume Reservoir. In a
broader sense, this approach to managing storage levels is reflected in the proportion of water
stored in the three storages by the end of Q3 (Figure 35). Dartmouth Reservoir was holding over
2,000 GL whilst Hume Reservoir and Lake Victoria were holding far less with 500 GL and 260 GL
respectively.
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Figure 35: River Murray System at the
end of Q3, showing most water stored in
Dartmouth. Lake Victoria continued its
reduction towards low levels with the
aim of conserving water upstream and
increasing airspace for use in capturing
tributary inflows into the future. Q3
volumes are shown in dark blue at the
end of the quarter.
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Quarter Four
The primary focus for River Murray Operations’ activities for quarter four (Q4) is to balance autumn
use, which can ramp up for a while in March, but which is generally winding down for the year to
move into a resource conservation mode before winter. In some years an ‘autumn break’ arrives
with steady rain that replenishes the soils and improves the potential for higher winter stream flows.
However, in recent decades, drier autumns have been more commonly observed that may require
more sustained storage releases to supply autumn demands.
In the 2019-20 autumn, irrigation demand was lower than in recent years driven by the drought and
low water availability. Rainfall was relatively good across much of the Basin during autumn 2020.
However, with such a high deficit of soil moisture, it would take many months of regular rain before
the soil profile became wet enough to generate significant inflows.
Finally, an unexpected broadscale business response was required in Q4, as cases of COVID-19
started to increase in Australia. In line with businesses, communities and agencies across Australia,
MDBA implemented a business continuity plan to manage the impacts relating to the emerging
pandemic. This meant that work arrangements were significantly modified following government
advice of physical distancing and workplace health.
For River Murray Operations as an essential service, this meant that during the quarter, staff rapidly
adapted to changing working conditions which enabled river operations to continue. This ongoing
service provided continuity to all stakeholders.

Key achievements for Q4
In 2019-2020 all state water orders were met.
This is a significant achievement that MDBA endeavours to
accomplish each year. This was achieved under conditions of
increased river operations complexity through the summer.

Adapting effectively to seasonal resource changes.
River Murray Operations:
• Adapted effectively to season irrigation annual closure.
• Conserved water by returning to baseflows and decreasing
volumes in Lake Victoria ready for autumn-winter tributary inflows.
• Maximised capture of tributary inflows in Lake Victoria (~ 446
GL).
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Business continuity response to COVID-19 – MDBA and River Murray Operations enact
business continuity plan.
Without interrupting the key services, MDBA staff and other
jurisdictional agencies adapted quickly and effectively to new
working arrangements to protect the ongoing delivery of River
Murray Operations services.

Key external drivers influencing operations in Q4
Whilst winter and spring are traditionally the higher inflow periods, adaptability of operational
activities to changing inflow patterns is key. In this respect, River Murray Operations recognised five
Key Drivers that would shape the fourth quarter.
•

•

•
•
•

Key Driver 1 – “Ongoing dry climate conditions” – During Q4 regular rain events steadily
increased catchment moisture, until by late April, and with a significant rain event, this began
to influence inflows (Figure 36). However, the improved inflows resulted in only a small
increase in available water resource.
Key Driver 2 – “Drought affected communities” – In Q4 information about soil moisture
deficits, rainfall and inflows were conveyed to the public as shown in Figure 40 and Figure
41. This reinforced that it would take many months of rain to wet up the catchment in order
to receive good inflows. Looking towards 2020-21, expectations around resource condition
and allocations were relayed to the public in April 2021 in a River Murray Operations
statement from the MDBA.
Key Driver 3 – “Goulburn IVT” – Responding to the increasingly wet conditions, IVT deliveries
were ceased.
Key Driver 4 – “Bushfires” – During Q4, River Murray Operations continued to monitor water
quality and rainfall runoff responses.
Key Driver 5 – “COVID” – From January 2020 the global pandemic of COVID-19 reached
Australia. MDBA followed Australian and state issued advice and implemented a business
continuity plan.
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Figure 36: Murray–Darling Rainfall deciles for Q4 shows above average to very much above average
conditions for most of the River Murray System. Most of this rain fell from April to May 2020. (Source:
Bureau of Meteorology)

Figure 37: Murray–Darling Temperature deciles for Q4 show below average to very much below average
conditions for most of the River Murray System. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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Key metrics for Q4
The operational metrics in Table 7 provide a snapshot summary of river operations for Q4. All figures
should be considered within the context of the key drivers outlined above.
Table 7: Key metrics for River Murray System operations during Q4.

Metric

Quarter four i

Total River Murray System inflows ii

1,221 GL (19% AEP)

Storages

↑ 150 GL due to bulk system transfers to Hume
↑ 300 GL
↑ 132 GL due to capture of inflows and bulk
system transfers from Hume
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource (storage remained below 640 GL).

Net change at Dartmouth
Net change at Hume
Net change at Lake Victoria
Net change at Menindee Lakes

Storage releases

Dartmouth Releases
Hume Releases
Lake Victoria net Releases iii
Menindee Lakes Releases

38 GL
331 GL
19 GL
N/A as Menindee Lakes not part of the shared
resource. (61 GL released by NSW)

IVT

Murrumbidgee: 25 GL
Goulburn: 15 GL

Total consumptive deliveries iv

222 GL Victorian Murray
75 GL NSW Murray

Total environmental deliveries v

0 GL Victoria
0 GL NSW

Flow to SA

415 GL
174 GL
161 GL
14 GL
83 GL
-18GL

Total SA Flow
Dilution & Loss
Entitlement Flow
Consumptive trade deliveries
Environmental water deliveries vi
Rolling Adjustment vii

Publication of operational information

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

13 MDBA Weekly Reports
6 Media Releases on ‘river operations’
AOO Publication /Flow advice

Values are provided from the River Murray System accounts at the point of time the report is written and considered as operational
data. Updates to input data including changes to rating tables as well as other data changes as a result of hydrometric updates may
result in the numbers in the above table changing.
River Murray System inflows include unregulated inflows to Dartmouth, Hume and from the Kiewa, plus inflows from the NSW and
Victorian tributaries excluding environmental water deliveries and IVT as well as Menindee when not part of the shared resource.
Lake Victoria Net Releases refers to the net volume between inflows and outflows.
Sourced from River Murray System accounts, includes all consumptive deliveries and Lindsay River allowance for Victoria.
Sourced from River Murray System monthly environmental accounts.
South Australian Environmental use – includes all environmental water that flows into South Australia.
Includes changes due to rating table upgrades or subsequent hydrometric updates as well as unregulated flow and Additional Dilution
Flow (ADF) whenever these occur.
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March 2020

At the beginning of the quarter active
storage in the MDBA’s reservoirs was
approximately 2,300 GL or 28%
capacity (Figure 38). The majority of
this volume remained in Dartmouth
Reservoir (~1,793 GL), with the
remainder held in Hume Reservoir
(~495 GL) and Lake Victoria (~263 GL).
Looking ahead into autumn, MDBA
sought to continue operating Lake
Victoria to a low level, decreasing to a
level of 234 GL. This airspace would
become valuable during the coming
Figure 38: Rainfall for March 2020 shows the significant of ex-tropical
months to store improving tributary
cyclone Esther to Basin. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
inflows.
Across March, rain events continued,
with the remnants of the ex-tropical
cyclone Esther contributing heavy
falls across Victoria and NSW, though
the lower Murray near South
Australia remained dry (Figure 38 and
Figure 39).
Importantly, despite the rain, inflows
remained modest as very dry
catchments and soils continued to
limit streamflow responses. Figure 40
and Figure 41 show that although
surface moisture was increasing,
Figure 39: Rainfall deciles 2020 show above average to very much above
deep soil moisture remained very
average for March 2020. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
much below average. Consequently,
by the end of March around 130 GL
(55% AEP) had been received as inflows.
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Inflows to Menindee Lakes recommenced in March 2020 following a series of significant rainfall
events in the Northern Basin. By the end of May, a total of around 530 GL had been received into the
Menindee Lakes placing its inflows in 2019–20 as the driest 40% of years on record. By comparison,
the long-term median inflow to Menindee Lakes is around 800 GL. Much community attention was
directed at the lakes as volumes increased. However, as the stored volume remained below the
trigger volume of 640 GL, the Menindee Lakes remained outside of River Murray System shared
water resource.
Lastly, during the month of March, the MDBA enacted a business continuity plan in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Business continuity arrangements were implemented to ensure the continued
operation of MDBA’s business functions. River operations have been identified as a priority in this
time as running the river is essential to supporting irrigation supply to agricultural industries.

Figure 40: Root zone soil moisture
for March 2020. This shows the root
zone soils absorbing much of the
rainfall, and becoming above
average to very much above average
following a good month of rain.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)

Figure 41: The deep soil moisture
for March 2020. This shows the
deep soils still very much in deficit,
with much of the Murray system
being well below average soil
moisture. Much more rain would
be needed to restore deep soil
moisture and reservoir levels.
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology)
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April 2020

During April with rainfall systems continuing to occur across the Murray region,
inflows started to progressively increase. By the end of April inflows were well
above the long-term median at 278 GL (21% AEP) and with this, River Murray
inflows reached over 3,000 GL for the year-to-date (noting that this is still a dry
scenario).

Inflows to
end of April
3,010 GL

With recent steady rain, it was important that clear
information was provided to water users about ongoing soil
moisture deficits and that the drought was far from being over. Consequently, on 8
April MDBA’s Executive Director of River Management issued an announcement to
communities stating that there was a long way to go before calling an end to the
drought with storages still at low levels. This information was important for community expectations
of future allocations and irrigation business decisions.
Moving into autumn and winter, River Murray Operations continued to shift the focus of its
operations. Three key operational activities were undertaken in preparation for the end of the
irrigation season:
•

•

•

Lake Victoria continued to be operated to conserve water and prepare for the capture of
autumn and winter rainfall events. In early April, Lake Victoria reached its minimum level for
the year at 230 GL (34% capacity). This provided significant airspace to capture future
tributary inflows from tributaries downstream of Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs.
River Murray Operations began to reduce releases at both Dartmouth and Hume to near
minimum flows. In particular, by capitalising on higher tributary inflows from the Ovens and
Kiewa catchments, releases at Hume Dam were able to be reduced to the minimum flow of
600 ML/day for 32 consecutive days.
Menindee Lakes was monitored during April, with the level of storage anticipated to remain
below 640 GL. This meant that, as per the rules set out in the Murray–Darling Basin
Agreement, Menindee’s water resource would remain available only to NSW for use in
meeting local community demands, and not be considered part of the shared resource of the
River Murray System. River Murray Operations worked together with NSW and South
Australian water agencies to support the management of reconnecting flows from the lower
Darling into the River Murray. This was particularly important to manage the risk of poor
water quality associated with the re-commencement of flow along the dried-out river
channel.
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Snapshot of the reconnection of flows between the lower
Darling and the River Murray
Lower Darling restart and water quality management in the lower Darling and River Murray
In planning for the re-connection of flows from the Darling to the Murray, the MDBA, in
conjunction with WaterNSW and with the support of WLWG, commenced early consultation
and planning for a partial lowering of the Wentworth Weir pool. This action was aimed at
helping support the management of potential water quality impacts associated with the
arrival of lower Darling water into the Darling arm of the weir pool. Partial drawdown of the
weir pool has assisted in moving slugs of higher salinity water arriving from the lower Darling
into the Murray during previous re-connection events, resulting in more effective dilution
and movement downstream.
Given the uncertain travel times in the lower Darling after a long period of no flow, the arrival
of flow at the Burtundy gauge was set as a trigger for commencing the drawdown at
Wentworth Weir. Once this took place, Wentworth Weir was lowered from a level 10 cm
above FSL to 30 cm below FSL, coincident with the arrival of the Darling flows. By more
effectively moving this water through the Darling arm of the weir pool, the partial weir pool
lowering helped reduce the period of salinity impact on the region’s pumpers and other
water users.
As WaterNSW commenced releases from Weir 32, a temporary working group was
established with representatives from all three state agencies and river operators meeting at
least weekly. The group monitored and coordinated adaptive management actions to
mitigate the impact of poor water quality as flows re-connected with the Murray and
travelled downstream to South Australia.
The first flows from the lower Darling River reached the junction of Wentworth Weir pool
and the River Murray around 14 April 2020. The salinity entering the Murray from the Darling
briefly peaked at 600 EC one week later on 21 April. Salinity sampling and visual observations
suggested that denser, high salinity water entering from the Darling pooled behind the
Wentworth Weir and was mixed with and diluted by the lower salinity Murray water as it
passed over the weir. Downstream of Wentworth Weir, measured salinities remained below
200 EC and quickly returned to levels observed prior to the Darling flow arrival.
The salinity peak observed in the lower Darling and downstream of Wentworth Weir was at
the lower end of the range considered likely prior to flows re-connecting. There were a
number of reasons for this including:
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•
•
•

Peak salinity levels in the lower Darling were lower than initially expected and
relatively brief, with ECs of less than 300 returning within one week.
Diluting flows in the Murray were boosted by rainfall in early April.
A drawdown of Euston Weir pool was also implemented and timed to increase the
flow passing Wentworth Weir as the Darling flow reached the Murray.

The salinity spike in the Murray continued to reduce further as it moved downstream to
Lock 9 where the observed peak was 165 EC.
In order to help mitigate the anticipated higher salinity levels into SA, Lock 7 weir pool was
returned from its partially lowered level to FSL and plans were made to maximise diversion
into Lake Victoria in order to provide dilution. However, the lower than anticipated salinity
levels meant it was not necessary to maximise diversion into Lake Victoria and operations at
Lake Victoria remained unchanged with one third of flow continuing to pass along the
Murray and two thirds of flow being diverted into Lake Victoria. Satellite imagery showed
darker coloured water entering Lake Victoria at the inlet as the Darling water arrived. This
water was then observed to mix well along the lake’s eastern shoreline. The peak salinity at
Lake Victoria inlet was 135 EC and there was no noticeable salinity spike within the lake.
Salinity levels just upstream of the South Australian border (a combination of River Murray
and Lake Victoria outlet flow) reach a maximum of 300 EC before quickly falling back to
levels observed prior to the Darling River re-connection.
The coordinated effort by river operators and officials across state agencies helped manage
risks to water quality associated with the re-connection of the Darling River in both the
lower Darling River and immediate downstream reaches of the Murray into South Australia.
This was achieved with minimal impact to the community as a result of the weir pool
lowering undertaken. Salinity outcomes in the lower Darling and the Murray were highly
favourable when compared with previous Darling River re-connections.
At the same time, comprehensive engagement and communication with community
members by the MDBA and WaterNSW, including with key tourism and water user
stakeholders, ensured the local community was informed and supported through the
process and minimal impacts were reported.
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May 2020

Late April to early May began with significant rain for the upper Murray catchments. Across Victoria’s
north-east catchments, the highest rainfall totals included 209 mm at Whitlands (King River), 166 mm
at Mt Buller (Goulburn catchment), 132 mm at Cheshunt (King River) and 103 mm at Falls Creek
(Kiewa catchment). Totals were generally lower on the NSW side, although at Thredbo (just outside
of the Basin on the NSW Alps) 126 mm fell across the week. Helped by improving moisture in rootzone soil from previous rain, stream flow responses were significant, with many gauges reaching
levels not observed for several years (Figure 42).
Tributary inflows were significant enough to increase the Murray above regulated channel capacity
downstream of Yarrawonga where peak flows reached around 24,000 ML/day. From the same event,
the Goulburn system peaked around 12,400 ML/day and this contributed to a significant natural flow
pulse along the River Murray System.

Figure 42: At the end of April a significant rainfall event occurred across the upper Murray. The Ovens River experienced
flows in excess of 25,000 ML/day at Wangaratta, and the the Kiewa River experienced flows in excess of 6,700 ML/day. This
resulted in increased flows downstream of Yarrawonga Weir of near 24,000 ML/day.

Given the low volume of active resource, a key focus of river operations was to maximise the capture
of water from this rain event. The management of Lake Victoria airspace over summer allowed the
capture of significant tributary water during May as the storage increased from 230 GL (34%) to
405 GL (60%).
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By the end of Q4, May inflows had climbed to 813 GL (10% AEP) taking the
yearly inflows to 3,824 GL. With the improving inflows continuing to be
dominated by Victorian tributaries such as the Ovens and Goulburn Rivers, the
share of inflow remained disproportionate between the states. Across the year
Victoria received 62% of the system’s inflow, a significantly greater amount than
NSW (Figure 43).

Total
2019-2020
inflows
3,824 GL

Figure 43: River Murray System inflows (2019-20)
showing the variance of NSW share and Victorian
share. The variance has occurred due to rain
falling more regularly across Victorian catchments
than NSW catchments.

Figure 44: River Murray System inflows. Water year totals (to end May) since 1892. Inflows exclude Snowy Hydro
inflows, IVT delivery, managed environmental inflows and inflows to the Menindee Lakes.
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The late season boost in inflows also helped active storage to increase late in the year to finish at
35% of capacity or 2,939 GL (Figure 45).

Figure 45: Active storage
from 2005 to June 2020.
This graph shows across
the year the initial
increase in inflows
followed by a decrease
of inflows into spring and
summer. During Q4,
improving inflows
increased storage,
however the volume
remains well below the
long-term avarage.

Q4 also marked another year where River Murray Operations was able to meet
all state water orders for the year. This included:
•
•
•
•

1,111 GL annual Victorian Murray consumptive delivery (222 GL for
Q4)
466 GL annual NSW Murray consumptive delivery (75 GL for Q4)
2,409 GL annual South Australian flow (415 GL for Q4) (inclusive of dilution and loss
entitlement, SA entitlement, trade, environmental water and rolling adjustments)
327 GL annual of environmental directed releases at Hume contributing to a total of
747 GL of environmental water (including return flow from tributary actions and trades to
South Australia). The detail of these actions can be seen in the River Murray Weekly
Reports and more specifically on the respective CEWH, VEWH, OEH, SA and TLM websites.

Looking ahead, at 28 May 2020 the BoM was indicating a higher likelihood of wetter than average
conditions over winter Figure 46.
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Figure 46: Wetter than average conditions forecast across the Murray–Darling Basin for June to August 2020. Source:
Bureau of Meteorology, issued 28 May 2020.

During May 2020, Australia’s most significant climate drivers for rainfall and temperature patterns
through winter and spring, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)
remained neutral. Climate models suggested ENSO would likely remain neutral over the 2020 winter,
whilst the IOD would likely move into a negative phase. Typically, a negative IOD correlates with
above average rainfall across much of southern Australia during winter and spring.
Compared to the same time last year, Dartmouth Dam and Hume
Reservoir were storing similar amounts of water across the two
storages, with Dartmouth Reservoir at 51% capacity (compared with
64% last year) and Hume Reservoir at 27% capacity (compared with
17% last year). For Lake Victoria, the end of year storage volume of
62% capacity (compared with 36% last year) combined with BoM’s wetter rainfall outlook suggested
there would be an increased likelihood of Lake Victoria filling during the coming winter-spring period.
This reduced the need to transfer water between Hume Reservoir and Lake Victoria over winter and
potentially into spring.
With the volume in Menindee Lakes below 640 GL in May 2020 (the trigger level above which the
Menindee resource becomes part of the shared resource of the River Murray System), water stored
in the lakes was not available to the MDBA to call to help in meeting River Murray System demands
into the coming 2020-21 water year.
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Summary of Performance against
Specific Objectives and Outcomes
The River Murray System Specific Objectives and Outcomes (SO&Os) for River Operations provide a
set of criteria that build upon established practices in relation to river operations and contemporary
practice. The MDBA has performed a self-assessment of achievement against the SO&Os. The
Independent River Operators Group review the MDBA’s self-assessment and report back to the BOC
on the performance of River Operations.
Below is a summary of MDBA performance against all SO&Os across the water year of 2019-20.
IRORG was provided with further detailed descriptions of activities that demonstrate performance
against each of the SO&O.
In 2019-20, all SO&Os were found to be achieved (Table 8). The minor exception to this was a
qualified achievement at Dartmouth Dam, arising from a number of minor breaches of the river rise
and fall rules at Colemans gauge downstream of Dartmouth Dam.
The successful achievement against the SO&Os provides confidence that the River Murray System is
being managed in accordance with the Murray Darling Basin Agreement.
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Table 8: Performance rating against Specific Objectives and Outcomes

Specific O&O Site

Q1
Rating

Q2
Rating

Q3
Rating

Q4 Rating

1.

Dartmouth Dam

Qualified
Achievement

Qualified
Achievement

Qualified
Achievement

Qualified
Achievement

There were some breaches of
the fall and rise rules at
Colemans due to releases from
Dartmouth.

2.

Hume Dam and
Reservoir

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

There were some breaches of
the fall rules downstream of
Hume due to conserving
releases from Hume.

3.

Yarrawonga Weir

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

4.

Barmah-Millewa
Forest

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

5.

Edward-Wakool
System

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

6.

Torrumbarry Weir

7.

Swan Hill

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

8.

Weir and Lock No.
10 – Wentworth
Weir

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

9.

Lake Victoria

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

There were some cautions of
Lake Victoria inflow and outflow
rates.

10. Menindee Lakes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Menindee Lakes are not part of
the shared resource in 2019-20.

11. Lower Lakes
Barrages

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

12. System Operation

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

13. Water Accounts

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

14. Water Resource
Assessment

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

15. Tier 2 & 3 Water
Sharing
Arrangements

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Figure 47 : Summary of performance of SO&Os for 2019-20.
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Summary of Performance against
General Objectives and Outcomes
Each quarter, and annually, River Murray Operations undertakes a self-assessment of how well river
operations complied with the Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray
System (O&Os). Below is a brief summary that shows all applicable General O&Os were achieved for
the year. Further to this assessment, an independent review is also undertaken with the results
provided to the Joint Governments.
Table 9: Self-assessed performance against General Objectives and Outcomes

General Objectives and Outcomes with supporting commentary

Performance
Rating

Water storage and delivery and accounting

(i) The conservation of water and minimisation of losses.
Across the year Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs continued to capture and conserve water, with no
spills from any MDBA operated storage. Transfers between storages were planned and implemented
to minimise the need for overbank flows and retain water in upstream storages to the extent
possible. At the end of the year the majority of the system’s water was stored in Dartmouth
Reservoir. IVT and the use of available irrigation infrastructure that bypassed the Choke were called
upon to assist supply, manage shortfall risks and balance capacity requirements. The timed filling
and drawdown of Lake Victoria supported summer demands, whilst ensuring efficient transfers and
the capture of tributary inflows that helped increase overall available water resource.

Achieved

(ii) The accurate and timely preparation, delivery, review and, where necessary, amendment of
water accounts and water resource assessments, in accordance with this document.

Accounts and water resource assessments were provided on time with only a few minor corrections
required associated with hydrometric updates, the transition between years and state needs.

Achieved

(iii) The delivery to the Southern Basin States of their authorised water orders (including water

traded under Schedule D of the Agreement), unless physical constraints of the River Murray
System prevent this from occurring.

Achieved

All authorised water orders were delivered during 2019-20.

RMO assets

(i) The effective management, maintenance, repair, renewal and replacement, and the protection
of the security, of River Murray Operations (RMO) assets.

Achieved

No asset issues were encountered that caused a material impact on river operations.
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General Objectives and Outcomes with supporting commentary
(ii) The effective management and mitigation of any emergency occurring at RMO assets.

Performance
Rating
Not applicable

No emergency operations were declared for the year.

(iii) Conduct river operations in ways that protect the structural and operational integrity of RMO
assets.

Achieved

Operation of assets along the River Murray remained within the acceptable operating ranges and
did not affect asset works.

(iv) The management of floods in order to:
•

firstly, protect the security of relevant RMO assets; then

•

secondly, to maximise the available water, calculated in accordance with clause 102
of the Agreement, at the end of the relevant flooding episode; and then

•

thirdly, subject to the foregoing items, limit flood damage to downstream
communities and increase benefits to the environment and public amenity, for
example, by prolonging wetland inundation or by supporting recreational activities.

Not applicable

Note: although no flooding occurred during 2019-20, during May 2020 (quarter 4), operations to
manage a natural high inflow event (well below minor flood level) was conducted at Yarrawonga
Weir in accordance with the above order of priority.

(v) Use existing and new RMO assets to deliver environmental water more effectively and to
achieve environmental objectives for water dependent ecosystems.

The MDBA supported the use of environmental regulators and raising and lowering weir pools for
environmental benefit where it had been planned and authorised. During May, the MDBA worked
with forest managers to coordinate the operation of regulators in Barmah-Millewa Forest.

Achieved

People and communities

(i) Productive relationships with river managers, users and other stakeholders with an interest in
river operations are maintained.

Regular communication was maintained with state river operators on operational activities.
Information on operational activities was provided to the public via the River Murray Operations
Weekly Report and via flow advices and media releases when required. The MDBA, when
appropriate and in consultation with state agencies, met with, spoke to or emailed relevant
community groups and individuals to advise on, and support them through, non-routine or
significant river operations activities that had the potential to impact their activities or businesses.
E.g. in advance of the partial weir pool lowering at Wentworth Weir.

Achieved

(ii) Consistently with sub-paragraph 4(3)(b)(iv), damage to downstream communities is limited,
when managing flooding.

Although River Murray flows remained below the minor flood level, during May, stakeholders were
notified of operations undertaken to manage a natural high inflow event that increased the river
above normal regulated levels downstream of Yarrawonga Weir.
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General Objectives and Outcomes with supporting commentary

Performance
Rating

(iii) Events that may adversely affect the quality of water available for urban, irrigation, industrial,
environmental, recreational or stock and domestic use are mitigated.

A number of events having potentially adverse impacts on the quality of water presented themselves
in 2019-20. In all cases these events were identified and actions within the control of the MDBA with
regards to river operations were taken to mitigate these risks as far as practicable.

(iv) Navigational and recreational uses of the River Murray System are properly considered

including the requirements of any major public events using parts of the River Murray System.

Achieved

Achieved

Navigation was maintained via water level management from Lock 7 through to Euston Weir.

(v) Appropriate regard is given to cultural heritage matters.

Achieved

Operation of Lake Victoria was undertaken in accordance with the Lake Victoria Operating Strategy.

Environment

(i) River operations are managed and operational practices reviewed, and if necessary altered, to
ensure that rivers can be managed to achieve multiple objectives including supporting:
a.
b.

overall environmental attributes, ecosystem functions and ecosystem processes;
and
the environmental watering activities of the Southern Basin States and the
Commonwealth by having regard to the environmental watering plans of the
Commonwealth, The Living Murray, and Southern Basin States and the current
Southern Connected System Environmental Watering Operational scenarios
document.

Achieved

In undertaking all operational activities, the MDBA considered and sought balance in achieving
multiple objectives. Most notable was the scheduling of Dartmouth releases and management of
flows through the Barmah Choke in a manner that considered the riparian values as well as
recreation and water supply.
Regarding environmental watering activities, environmental watering plans were considered and
incorporated into the development of the RMS Annual Operating Outlook. MDBA attended all
SCBEWC meetings and facilitated a non-50:50 NSW:Vic release of environmental water from Hume
Dam.

(ii) The knowledge, documentary and practice bases for effective environmental watering are all
improved, together with collaboration between relevant stakeholders relating to these
matters.

MDBA continued to lead and drive the documentation of environmental water delivery and
accounting practices, including the Environmental Watering documentation. MDBA also supported
the states in the continued development of environmental water accounting practices as well as the
consultation of environmental water holders.

(iii) The Water Liaison Working Group and any other relevant committee receive timely

information about any significant actual or predicted change to the River Murray System’s
water resources, in accordance with sub-clause 15(5).
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General Objectives and Outcomes with supporting commentary

Performance
Rating

MDBA commenced assessment of the potential for unregulated flow conditions when tributary
inflows increased during autumn 2020. WLWG members and the SCBEWC, via the chair, were
informed of the potential for unregulated flows to begin at this time. Subsequently, river operations
actions undertaken to re-regulate peak flows from the Goulburn and Ovens Rivers meant
unregulated flow conditions did not eventuate.

(iv) The risk of significant adverse environmental events is reduced and, where such an event is
unavoidable, its impact is mitigated.

Achieved

Refer to 4(b)(iii) for mitigation of adverse environmental event.

(v) The Authority will supply, in a timely manner, the Water Liaison Working Group and the

participating government environmental water holders of New South Wales, Victoria, South
Australia and the Commonwealth with relevant retail and wholesale level estimates of
environmental water use in response to receiving a request for such from the Water Liaison
Working Group.

Achieved

Operational estimates of environmental water use were provided monthly to WLWG and SCEBWC at
the request of WLWG.

Communication and Information Management

(i) The Ministerial Council, the Committee, the River Murray Operations Committee, the Water

Liaison Working Group, other relevant committees, other stakeholders with an interest in the
Authority's river operations and the public are each provided with appropriate, timely and
accurate information about the Authority's river operations.

Achieved

Committees remained well informed of operational issues and upcoming operational risks. Specific
presentations and briefings were provided on the drought as well as the emerging challenges with
Goulburn IVT delivery.

(ii) Appropriate and effective means are used to communicate with stakeholders and to refer
matters to the Water Liaison Working Group and Committee, in accordance with this
document.

A range of mediums were utilised to communicate to stakeholders including fact sheets,
infographics, presentations, newsletters and audio clips.

Achieved

Advice and support from WLWG was sought for the Annual Operating Outlook, all system transfers
and IVT deliveries, as well as utilisation of bypass options. Advice was also sought on issues related
to the application of environmental loss rates from the Goulburn River tributary where this water
was being delivered under the PPMs.

(iii) Any recommendations of the Committee in relation to the establishment, terms of reference,
operations or recommendations of the Review Group are implemented.

Achieved

MDBA maintained a range of accountable activities to establish that its actions are in accordance
with the Agreement.
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General Objectives and Outcomes with supporting commentary

Performance
Rating

(iv) Hydrometric stations forming part of RMO assets, as required by clause 45 of the Agreement,

are managed according to best practice methods to collect, transfer, store and assure the
quality of all data, in accordance with any relevant agreement with a Southern Basin State, and
support forecasting of future conditions in the River Murray System.

Achieved

The MDBA contracts states to undertake hydrometric monitoring of real-time telemetry through the
Compliance Compact process which includes an assurance data quality and review processes.
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Office locations
Adelaide
Albury-Wodonga
Canberra
Goondiwindi
Griffith
Mildura
Murray Bridge
Toowoomba
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